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Energy for Power 
Dr. E. F. W. ALEXANDERSON, consulting engineer of the General Electric Company and gee, Corporation of America, in an address at the annual dinner of the Sigma Xi Society at the Hotel Astor in New YorksCity, last April, predictedithat the Fadio wave would soon be used for the control of vast amounts of power, and would supersede much “Th f the cumbersome machinery now used in power theory or a Production and transmission, People, ae paced “The electric power industry cannot remain much ™ents whic x Jonger untouched by the discoveries of radio,” he demonstrations of a said. “It is just waiting until this new knowledge Short waves, have created widened and matured, so that it ean be put vil’ be eventually into use on a wider scale, and this is the real signifi- ality, ex cance of the entrance of the clectrical it ‘into radio, and the latest branch of it, television.’ 
Ten days after Dr. Alexanderson's startling pre- 

i , electric lamps, held or suspended in air 
without any connection to power wires, were made 
to glow brightly when high frequency “oes were 
directed upon them in a demonstration of power fi ri transmission by radio by two Westinghouse engie enenky 0m am neers, Dr. Phillips Thomas and Dr. Harvey C. [een 
Rentschler, before the New York Electrical Society in 
in New York City. Di also displayed a 

ivering energy for heat and light to 
ae “Dr. Nikola Tesla had a similar 3 
years ago. Later improvements in the radio 
make it interesting to consider such a possibil 

* once more.” = 
Guglielmo Marconi, 

wireless system, while 
. for the first time 

| address on radio before a 
‘ists at the Engineerin 

. York City, in which he sai 
gl bone h 

that ible th 
waves used fo 
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| sara Se ccresith, Sadhy 
Nikola Tesla Receives 

Notable Program at Anwual Meet 
of Electrical F; A Life and Wor tenets Interesting 

ie electrician f a medal for “meritorious achievement fa clectrical science and art” A deed of gift £ was drawn up designating the American ‘Serceaelietae 

high-frequency currents. 
‘Mn Tessy’s Avomss. 

“Twenty 
this Institute a paper of unusual import. 
New System of Alternate-Current Motors and 
The author, Nikola Tesla, was then only 31 yea 
but four years a resident of this country. His 

hie birthplace 

self of an inventive min 
prehensive training in 
At the age of 22 he h 
at the Polytechnic S 
University: of 
at Budapest. In 1883 he 
completing the lighting of 
Shortly after finishing this 
‘Mr. Tesla’s first work in this 
of direct-current arc and incs 

‘opportunity to demonstrate th 
became fixed in his mind while 
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Preeti t | 

was 
most 
with 

‘nally T brought 
it. and the city adopted it. Then I succeeded other company, in April, 1886, and then a up, and then I rapidly developed Westinghouse people approached made, and then you know what 
vention has swept the world, 

“Mr. Behrend has referred to other inventions of mine. 1 will say just a few words, because some of my work haa been misunderstood. Tt seems to me that I ought to tell you @ few words about other efforts that have absorbed my atien- tion later. In 1804 I delivered a lecture at the Royal Institue the wa tion and Lord Raleigh surprised me by 

igs he stated that I had really an ex- traordinary gift for invention. Up to that time, T can assure you, I never realized that I was an inventor at all. I looked 

Lord Raleigh, I began to think and said to myself, “Why, 
certainly I must have been an inventor.’ 

“I remember that I constructed turbines and clocks and 
such things, and so I said to myself, ‘If Ir 
invention, then 1 am going to bend 
‘and some great task and not 
things” I began to think just what 
accomplish. One day I was worki 
storm came up. Iran under 2 tree for sh 
very heavy, and all at once there 
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eatey see be 
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| tiveness. 
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Years ago he had a 
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He lacked money 
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Nikola Tesla 

As I talk 
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= Were found to be 

ae ‘cresting 

wide-spread atten 
of letters concerning the so-called Folsom points, man-made blades of chipped stone, 

scientists of the ‘Smithsonian Institution at Washington, less than § Per cent. of these 
really representative of the Folsom type, 

‘nothing rare or different abont such speci- fens; that they had been found by the hundreds on old Indian village sites in ‘arious parts of the country and had been pictured in many reports and publications. Dr. Frank H_H. Roberts, Jr., archeologist of the Buea of American Ethnology of > the Smithsonian Institution, in response to &® request by THE Lirerary Dictst, ex. . Plains the matter as follows: 
A true Folsom specimen is a thin, leaf- shaped blade. The ip is slightly rounded and the broadest part of the blade, A-B in the diagram, tends to oceur between the tip and a line across the center of the A typical feature is a tu extending along each face, C, thirds of the length, which 

ridges paralleling the edges of th 
~ A cross-section of the object. a biconcave appearance as shown in 
Jower portion of the diagram, as 
is concave, often with long, sharp, points. There usually is a more or 
fine marginal retouching, a secondary re- 
moval of small flakes, between the edges and the lateral ridge of the central groove. 

Another feature frequently observed is that of smoothed edges 
and 
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; conditions sr mach better ff than che ex of akg ttl 8% we Cabs, as 3 case in study, is far wore off 
= 

it on the 13th of in the opinion of ex of foray ‘prt tation favored the ie furn to power ef former it General Mario G. Menocal 
7 foal Menocal. daring his administration, proved him- self to be char admirable jination in a chief ‘executive, 

u ie 
iE at $300,000,000, 

000,000. Thus the F i i 
£ greement,” doubtless, annul i General Menocal yee 0, Gegeral Menocal suid that Oscar Cintas wie of Cuban Ambassador to the United 

i 
soon 

States, bad been in We Strect for several days trying to negotiate the 

Stimulus and Response 
R. NIKOLA TESLA, who contributed the basic in Neations which made posible the commercial devel opment of electricity, has hit 

memory, Dr. Tesla, in arranged a number of tuning-forks ot around s master fork. He then activated the master to the point where all the other forks responded to n selected one of the smaller forks at random, and it and the master fork into another it master fork vigorous) 
selected fork responded 

of any kis 
about 

agreement. 
Such missteps as this would be wich the true welfare ith questions of political 

“Speak the Language Trippingly on the Tongue” ‘Tey this ukulele: Tien, and be 
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DISCRIMINATI NG PEOPLE PREFER 

HERBERT TAREYION 

Discriminating people prefer Herhert Tarevton berause they pay urete. They appreciate the kind of smoking that only -the cork tip duesn't stick to the lips it’s clean Fiminating people prefer Herbert Tareyton because their nly means a longer, cooler «moke, but that extra measure makes Herbert Tarey  tenlay's most unusual cigarette value, 
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“Were we to eliminate 

Nikola Tesla 
A Prophet with Nonor—Electricity's Great Radical 

from our industrial world the results of Mr. Tesla’s Trrh, the wheels of industry would cease to turn, our cleciso tale ena cars would stop, our towns would be da reaching is this work that it has 

id in his book om the which owes its existence 

ving or dead— definite opinions in regard to these him down as a 

rk, our mills dead and idle, So far- become the warp and woof of industry.” 

in- ciples; and Dr. Tesla, the individual, tall, spare, with a cean-cut, thin, refined face, and eyes of unbelievable 

sisty-five feet across. Dr. Tela produced tiving twelve million volts, ‘The 
per second, excites 

benefactor of the human race. But in this case we have @ four-fold personality: Dr. Tesla, the scientist and creator of electrical machinery; Dr. Tesla, the prophet, who goes probably further in definite prediction of what 
electricity can—and will—be made to do than any other man; Dr. Tesla, the radical, who holds views entirely at Variance with many of the long accepted electrical prin- 

Surely and accurately as though he were blending a chemi: 
is : 

Nikola Testa was borderland region of 5 As the son of a minister, he had been destined for the ministry, a life work which rege appealed. to him. He finally Prevailed upon his reluctant parent to abandon this idea, and, since his ng 

born in 1887 at Smiljan, Lika, a 

BS a4 



troduced telephone br 
se ah te an electrical engincer $ 
Panies in the new science of eletne Hshing As cai "88 1882 be concentrated on embodying ~ 

= 

without wires, elec trical oscillations to circuit earried by the best and adjusted te respond only te these excillations. 

rotating field principle in operative apparatus, there he would have published his ideas, given tie mot Yad ten tesla of friends in commercial circles who urged him to form: 
ny to exploit this invention—destined to 
dan infiucoctiga the deve'opment of futu 

to develop and sell an tin 
some of his inventions. He brougiit 

ion and saw it on the market, 
mostly concerned with his old disco 



Te might be said of Dr. Tesla {alist in electricity, digs down tn i refuses 

with gen- outstanding disagreement 
fas to do with Hert waves, Dr. ismitters, as naw use!,.tdo not 

transverse waves are 
that Dr. Hertz, in his 

sound waves for trans- Verse waves and that this illusion has been constantly kept up by his followers and has greatly retarded the develop- ment of the wireless art. As soon as ex; 



Proper wireless transmitter 
Powerful electrical vibrations, ji if we desire to operate lights or motors, all to connect an electrical capacity, such as other conductor, through the apparatus. If this : correct, and few engincers will make the € state ‘ment that it ot, we shall have no more power trans- mission lines; we shall have an electrical capacity, in the 

incandescent lamps are lighted to fall py gee iieh i 
is 100 feet distant from the primary 

‘ludes an electrical condenser, and 

losophy of Hu 

Travelled Chine 
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oF setting the Bax goncalners, ad probably firing for the informerion Of & central bead au actual revont 
of the perform ment Ix not the 

nly rewult expect- 
ed of thin new 
projeetile. for It Ie 
comsteucted an an 
expledvexhell con- 
tulning «charge 
of high explosive, 
ue xhown at J. 
After the firing 
tit A haw nevered 
the restraining 
wire C, it move 
ment fn ati Mant. 
od by a wees 
shearing wire B, 
that passes 
throngh a xlot D 
Jn the pln, and no 
ordinary move 
awent of the xbell 
will result in tts 

trike wnything 
that causes resiat- 

ed rear ends act 
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or iar dian i ce 
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Oh stroke corns 
izinal switen, the lon record indicate 100 montamate ot the nesenr At Neteally tnstaied Ia make te ng thene recording devices are combi > ty have been arranged =| ether, od similar In their generat a that they sup 

I —_ en 
‘one thousand envelops per minute. iF Machine that seal 

the Roowledge on which mechan! 
hy 

te by rch vtec! etary tet and eer sent Rel ene oie lacle offered to the ese not « great Improvement ‘the fountains of olden timex. ii 
machine A BAF Well Ke tmacined, the eneeiop cotpet of (he Disbursement Oftce of the United Sater Poo m Cmcw, at Washington, 1. C. ts vers large tudeed, : ci raat Seman for 4 mache of large the Isolated or central foantain, In which one cone ee eg NHNE this need an Jetix, spouted pwardifall tote the ty a miesenter ot the Mr, red W. Can of suyerpimed bowls Of marble or brvens ont 8 larger one below and si on Inte ground level. Although every water and to obtaln the 

i 
HET chine may be eo) that tm ment European cities, ‘os And give the number of sheets printel, wh 

at only in the bindery may Indicate the number af 
said stce Henke bound. 

eye the complete 
apparent. 

+ Again tn other est 
ber of twittlen flied, 
tive bottles, the 

before the muna 

Micdumeuts (ve num. 

amount of coat welztesd Joto the coal ele- 
Vator, the number uf movements of a 
rede Wueket; amt, in fact, all destred 
Information Immediately und quantita- 
tively ty recorded. 

Tn all efficteney studies knowledge of 
conditions amd performance i the tint 
considerathon, and with thix accumolated 
by x device whlch thdicates also the pro 
duction, the effielency engineer or super- 
Antendent ean proceed to better bis out- 
pot. 
Realizing ax he can at a glauce, that ma- 

chine No, 10 wax file for two hours, it 
bs pemalbip to Savestiznte the reason ad 
to roviiie” aginst such shortcomings in 
the future, whether they are the result 
Of personal OF mechanical cuwsex If an 
other machine mupplies but « fraction of 
the outyat of tte neighbor it does vot take 
very long for the efficlency engineer to de- 
termine the fuct and to change coodt- 
tions, 
The reewndk are nvallable for analysts 

clther by the managers of the plant or by 
trained ontelde experts and the logical 
development would werm to be a central 
ote of efficlency where a xuperintend- 
‘ent would analyze not once ® year, but 
ee an our or at even lest interval 
‘what ts happening within the walls of his 

‘made with twenty Indicators, but 
neem tobe no Iimit as to its ap 

In extent or fn range. The 

ctivity of the plent ts 

w wumber of deter — || 
ber of csen, the 

runt of Hipad paring into a tank: the 

the slays of the Italian Renaissance any really” startling improvement ‘made In the hydraulics of fountaina, 
Hi 

rhiliHEly inte recdeked 
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W7 a wot of diana, Eenecally abmflar to that of porn standard bind. ra conclusion. 1 should be noted that aithwugh the epertmental plant at the Ww aterside wallow develope 200 horsepower with 125 po Dibe aid free exhaust. It cou ipa ot 300 horsepower with the full presume ee the Edison supply cireutt Teale wtates the exhaust low pressure walt, carrying about three times the number of dake rontained In the bigh pressure element. with connection to « eond 

would give an output of 600 
reepower, without great Increase of dimen- 

Moms This estimate ts conservative. 
‘The tenting plant consi two Identical 

turbines connected by « carefully eallbraind 
torsion spring, the machine to the left being 
the driving element, the other the brake. In 
the brake element, the steam ts delivered to 
the blades in a direction opposite to that of 
the rotation of the dis 
shaft of the brake 
provided with two 
row alot, and an incandesceot lamp placed Im 
wide close to the rim As the pulley rotates, 
two flashes of Tgbt pass out of the same, and 

a the spring, the Nght 
Beams produce a luminous epot stationary at the 
ero of the scala. But as soon as load 1s put om, the 
‘Doam ta defected through an angle which Indicates 
directly the torsion. The scale and spring are so 
proportioned and adjusted that the horsepower cam 
be read directly from the defections noted. The 
fudleations of thie device are very accurate and have 
thown that when the turbine is running at 9,000 
revolutions sander an Inlet pressure of 125 pounds to 
‘the aguare Inch, sod with free exhaust, 200 brake 
horespower are doveloped. The consumption under 
‘thee conditions of maximum output ts 38 pounds 
“of saturated nteam yor boreepower sor tonsa very 

‘Tae ein whe rer cons nyo mt of at ks 1 aces ame, 

kr 

FPee 

ue 

Detaila of tarbine, 
Dio trang wteoat eh eat the entire expansive ener of the sidam io the shat * 

Some Striking Coal Facts [LAST year the Uaties “svort fons of coal or nearly « ‘otal produetlon for the hia. coal ralo stretching back and forth across the from the Atlantle to 

i i Hee raft upon the sloding lom in mining. has 

it 8 if) 

il 
that of 1909—40,981,762 tone — wa creater than the total production of aay foreign 

Ht ‘develope 0 bake bute power ta 

i Turbine with upper half of casing removed. 
country except Great Britaln, Germany, Austria, Hum nry, or France. 

‘This tnerease alone was one and one-fifth times as great as the entire 

Ee 

United States should not start 
handicap, but be fully prepared to enter 
can colleges, an academy bas been 
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Boxes III (eon't.), LV, V, and VI. 
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Box IV: JULIAN HAWIHORNE; FRANCIS M. HUGO 

(Off. of Sec'y of State, N.Y.); FRITZ 
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Wisconsin Execrnr 
INCORPORATED 

ELecrricA DUMORE SPECIALTIES 
a) 

RACINE, WISCONSIN, |, 20th, 1919. 

Air. George Scherff, 
17 ae Place, - 
New York City, i¥. 

MANUFACTURERS Dear Sir:- 
OF ' 

We f scded to you yesterday PORTABLE GRINDERS your Kotor wou. you requested. /1¢ 
went forward ¢.U.0. Tor the raason that 
we have no means of knowing who you are SEWING MAC and what credit ou ure entitled to. ie 

4 hope that our Action will meet with your Sernacrionat Rag approval, @nd that you can establish mth 

4 
H. P. MOTORS us sufficient evidence for credit. — 

: We hopa that the Kotor will meet = + TOSurrens ~ your requireme:%2, and ufter you have am ah: examined 1%, 1° ‘no¥e)/are Bhy: further correctione me i to make on it, |° you will return it to us, We wil] be gla ‘o go into the matter with you _ further. : —— jek. A CLOTH CUTTERS " q 4 ‘ A 
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Wisconsiy Exuconic Company 
ELEcTRICAL DUNMORE SPECIALTIES 

Racine * sconsry 

Hir.Geo. Scherfr, 
1? Batter Pia PORTABLE GRINDERS New York City 

. 

MANUFACTURERS 
OF 

SEWING MACHINE MOTORS 

FRACTIONAL Your 2.5 .- the 18th inst. Le. Move » is at hand, rege a> © building of Au 
POLISHERS AND. Special motom for von. BUFFERS Me 

° i ea" “ie have eiven the Anfornation ELECTRIC DRILLS ~ Sneloged in your Lotter to our Sngineers, 
CLOTH CUTTERS who Saye this en? ivutens the proposition ia considerably, anc vaey may be ie to bila VACUUM CLEANERS proeoy that Will uect wit) atirenants. 
BILLIARD TABLE 

_ CLEANERS 

RIP:P 

97} 
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(© the moon with America's greatest tvini 

jnyontor, Nikola Tesla! Well, not pry 

cisely—though if Father ‘Time were to 

erant Mry Tesi another half centuty or $0 of 

Ute T, for one, wouldn't ‘Pel Against the moon 

adventure under his enget > rf 
auspices) ‘The man has ‘ 

jong and wrought 

longer and roaterialize the 
dveams which) haunt=his 
sclontist’s Imaginations i 

He is working nowom-an) ©; 
eneray ~ transmitting ~ de=- = 
vice lo project electrical 
waves to Lady Ln, WAVES” § 
of such potency and power 
that a tra of light as 

large, perhaps, as the State 
of Connecticut could) be 

fixed momentarily upon 
the surface of the moon. 

- 3 i 
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“Rpwin ont 
If he lives long enough he will do it, and that's a 

‘Dr. Tesla has accom- 
his 82 years, upon this fairly safe prediction, for 

plished many marvels-in 
earth, 

His birthday falls on July 10, and finds him in 

fair health for one of his years. 

Tt was 40 years ago, B. M., Before Marconl, 

that Nikola Tesla predicted the coming of radio 

communication and sent electrical waves racing 

around the globe from high voltage generators. 

‘Another dream of this truly great scientist 4s 

to perfect what we laymen) might call “magic 

yay" which would protect ships from the mariner's 

grentestperil, fog, and bring them unfailingly to 

port 
Panige oilt over the troubled field of human life 

put anvend to war. A magic Fay Bo terrible, 50 

powerfubthat raiding airplanes collld not last one 

kecond above thoir designed victim of’a city. 

Mr, Tesla lives and dreams and works al & 

New York hotel and there, usually, you may. find 

him upon any proper busin: 

{mae 

Tt might Indeed—so far does his dream | 

, wed nations of th 
orders and medals, 

Nikola ‘Tesia Is an Austrian, 

years old when he came from 

Prague (0 enter the laboratory of the great Edi 

‘Phat was the beeinning of an amazing career, 

‘mi FoI-feaged from his amazing brain have 

“como tharvel after marvel. He gaye us the induc 

‘Hon motor which made possible alternating élec= 

trie cultent, He avo us innumerable indispen~ 

sible electrical appliances, Eis imaginative men= 

tallly Yeachés out into the hereafter itsclf, He 

wonders if life cannot be recalied—as to whether 

‘a man electrocuted in the death chair could be 

restored to life by the application of an electrical 

current. He really thinks {t could be done. 
Tt was 30.years ago, on Pike's Peak, that he 1s 

sure he plucked from the alr at that 14,000 foot 

helght s! from the planet Marg. Mr. Tesla 

believes, as the Inte Prof, Lawrence Lowcll by 

Heved, that there are living, humantike creatures 

on our nearest neighbor in the family of planets. 

and much more intolligently advanced than we 

fare, He thinks that they have been trying for 

many centurtes to reach our dull intelligences, 

Now, al 62, Nikola Tesia is working not only on 

fan apparalis lo prove unfailing communication, 
to insure safety of ships, to locnte hidden treasure 

and to determine the earth's physical constants, 

But algo on a means to ond war, Mr, ‘Tesla is 

reaching Into the infinite to snatch a bolt of light= 

ning for the salvation of mankind, It is to be the 

‘Tesla death beam—titerally 9 lightning bolt.’ It 

will have such & terrific energy that & thousand 

Invading alrplanes could be sent eaxthwaxd in 

flaming fragments within ten heattbeats—anni- 

hilated, ‘Two huindved ‘thousand men, horse, for" 

and arlillery, crossing the border of w def re 
could be dvopped dead In thelt tran 

for moye than 50 years he has been & man of 
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battleships will ride to sea vale from air raids, for they will be equipped with smaller plants for generating a beam of ule ficient power to destroy any attacking air- Plane, "But they will not be permitted to come near the shore of a protested! evry and attack it with any chance of wuceess "The nation which has the best equipped battleships, however, will gain the supremacy of the seas, Submarines will be obselac for the methods of detecting them will be Perfected to such a degree that there will be no longer any advantage in. submerging 
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Dr, Teile's great pena 
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to pursuits of 
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nee, 
she perfected was her 

“Her family can 
seseventh century, jin 

ISLA began to invent at the age of six. : 
Aw he grew up his interest focused in the laboratory. 

f ‘ep about one and one-half hours a night.” the inventor says. “I think that is enough for any man, When T was young I needed more sleep. But age doesn’t require so. much, There are so many things to do I do fot want to spend time sleeping needlessly. In 
my family all were poor sleepers. Time spent 
1m sleepy is lost time, we always felt," 

Tesla, busy with his 700 inventions, never 
had time for marriage. He never had a girl in 
his young days. He never had a romance. 
There was no leisure for them. 

His diet ix simple. He lives chiefly on 
vegetables, cereals and milk, The menu includes 
onions, spinach, celery, carrots, lettuce, with Potatoes occasionally. Whites of eggs and milk complete the diet. ‘There is no meat on his 
vegetable plate, He never smokes of tastes tea, 
coffee, alcoholic beverages or any other stimu 
Jant, 

While he is perfecting the beam which will defend nations from attack, the inventor is play- 
ing with other ideas. He goes from one to the 
other, he says, as this or that gains paramount 
interest of some new clew is suggested. 

soRuT what is giving me more fun than 
anything I have done for a long, long 

time,” Dr, Tesla explains, “is an electric bath 
which I hope to have ready for general use very 

“Tt doesn’t require much room. ‘There is a 
platform on which the person stands. He turns 
‘on the current. Instantly all foreign material 
such as dust, dandruff, scales on the skin and 
microbes is thrown off from the body. The 
nerves, too, are exhilarated and strengthened, ‘The ‘bath’ is excellent for medical as well as 
for cleaning . 

However, the war picture gives the 
inventor more satisfaction the 
ventions. He is rejoicing 
of death will save 

le 
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“Freat’ aciinfific prciects 

jeveralit theen{nvertions oF! 
discoveries will be looked upon as’ 
“miracles” by many people, for Mr. 
Tesla has long been a scientist) 
years shead of his ti 
advanced ther hi 
stamped him a 
wizard. 

Just as people ridiculed Coper-| 
nicus’ theory of the planetary sys 
fem, the unenlightened — jeered 
Tesia's pronouncement, years a%0, 
regarding cosmic rays, The path- 

Revolutionary Power Project and. 

Also Is Completing Process 

finder and the pioneer—and Mr.|now going on all over the world) 
Tesla {s both—sre always con- 
demned by the masses. 

vhich will eventually double that 
amount. But, unfortunately, there! 
is not enough waterpower to satisty| 

{OLA TESLA, tall, lean, with| present needs, and everywhere in- 
the face of an jcetic_and |ventors and engineers are endeav-| 

deep-set eyes, whose expression de-|oring to unlock some additional 
notes concentration on a esnyas ot|s 
work too big forgnost people's eom- 
prehension, partially described a 
new and inexhaustible source of| 
power he has discovered after years, 
of research, revolutionizing modern 
physical science. At the same time 
he touched on his own reservoir of 
energy which makes such monu- 

e tap both these deep 
is the secret of fine 

health, keen mind, unusual vitality 
and mental force at 7%, the time of 
life when most men are sitting in 

with shawls over their knees| 
lying beneath the sod? 

i system of power trans 
mission and radio, the induction 
motor and Tesla coil. 

‘Asked about his startling. new! 
scientific discoveries, one of which 
concerns the “photographing — of} 
thought,” which will, he maintains, 
bring about a tremendous social 
revolution, he said: 

‘overy concerns the harnessing of a 
My first and most important dis-|quecnee any veare 

tore of energy. 

JILL the smoshing of the atom: 
lead to this new power en- 

gy? Let Mr. Tesla answer: 
“The public is naturally led to 
xpect @ great revolution through! 
he harnessing of atomic power, but} 

for Phatographing Thought 
“My {dea was to employ an arti- 

ficial retina receiving the image 
of the object seen, an ‘optic nerve’ 
and another such retina at the place 
of reproduction. These two retinas 
were to be constructed somewhat 
after the fashion of a checker board, 
with many scparate little sections, 
land the so-called optic nerve was 
‘othing more than a part of the 

earth, . 
“An invention of mine enables 

me to transmit simultan and 
without any interference whatz0- 
ever, hundreds of thousands of dis 
tinct impulses tinrough the ground] 
just as though I had so many sey 

-[arate wires. 1 did not contemplate 
-Jusing any moving part—a scanning 

fon of 18,000,000 volts with which} 
rillions of atoms were smashed in 
fraction of a second. Tgenerated 

Il sorts of intense and destructive 
rays, but found no trace of any en- 
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